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Class, Caste & Race
By Deborah Babcox and
Madeline Belkin

or changing the linens in the
precedence over the right to
hotel upstairs. The liberation- vote. Suffragists had the opFocus: Oakland is a newspaper. After two ars of
ist off to attend a rally might tion of leaving their homes
producing a variety of publications of questionable
In the very early stages
have had her hair set in the
and children in the care of
purpose and content, we have at last managed to
of development of the
morning, and not have recogservant women. Needless to
establish a semblance of order about the organwomen's liberation movement' nized the beautician as a
say, these servants were a long
ization, gathering together a group of more than
there was general agreement
sister. Even more often, she
distance away from the battle
on "the politics of personal
six people(we have eight this yee ), who are truly
does not deal with the oppres- of the ballot.
interested in producing a real newspaper.
experience." Essentially
sion of the woman who cares
As is largely true today, the
This means, in effect, that we will be sending
what this meant was that
for her children and cleans
leisure class women of yesterpeople out to find out about issues and events that
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her house, making it possday's struggle were clearly
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affect or interest OU people, so that there will be a
ible for her to attend women's interested in easing only the
reliable source of information available to them.
since our daily lives were
liberation meetings. For all
restraints put on women of
affected by having been born
One of the more widespread complaints about last
those black and white worktheir social class. By not dealyear's Focus was that it too often tended to "spice
female. The Feminist's class
ing class "invisible" women,
ing with the roots of women's
up" the news with a little personal evaluation. It is
theory, in fact, stated that
no assumption of unity or
oppression, the institution of
since a women's class idenity
among our highest priorities to avoid such practices
"sisterhood" can be assumed. the family, and our economic •
in an attempt to keep the editorializing on the editorial
came solely from her husband
These class differences can
system—whici,has traditionpage.
or father, all women were dis- be paralleled in the Suffrage
ally exploited women as a surenfranchised in societal terms
However,far from discouraging opinion in the paper,
movement. It is our analysis
plus labor force--they miscalwe will be constantly seeking contributions from ALL
and belonged to a separate
that racism and class blindried a valiant struggle and endclass entirely. The caste
sectors of the University community;faculty and staff,
ness were among the major
ed up with neither reform nor
as well as students, regardless of political leanings. Edtheory, another departure
reasons this early movement
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women,however, the fight
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It happens quite often in
for the right to survive took
Cont. on Page 6
the movement as it is now
Focus: Oakland is published weekly by Focus: Oakland
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Inc., at Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan. Offices
by white middle class women-are
at 36 Oakland Center, Oakland University, Rochester,
that women demanding enAnother journalistic additerest.
Michigan,
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is
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of
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ing what it was, where it
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greement with Focus, which
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Editor
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tions from all faculty, staff,
tion Fifth Estate, and included obvious diligence and reAdvertising
Jenny Jickling
and
students. Regulations
several thought-provoking
Steve
Gaynor
sourcefulness in their congoverning such contributions
shorts, a rather amusing
tinued attempts to "satisfy
•are:
ecology article, and numerous the needs of Oakland UniProduction
Fred Petok
1. Copy should be no
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Cleary
longer than two(2)typeand commentary articles, some
Dave
As a matter of record and
Goldberg
written pages.
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2. All copy must be
written. Distributed widely
(yes, even that of Focus), I
typewritten before being
across the campus, Warp 3
Compositor
Jeanne Cheydleur
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brought varied reaction,
are in no way affiliated with
3. The editor reserves
ranging from interested
Arts
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indifference to amused disinMarianne Berry
port it in any way. •
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4. Neither Focus as a
The Oakland University Engineering Society is sponsoring a
Larry Good
whole, nor any individual
fall road rallye on Saturday, October 9, at Dodge Hall, from 2
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WARP(ed) 3?

OUES lounge,located in 356 Dodge Hall, ext. 3427.
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"Bos

to " Resignation "

CORRECTION

Page One

The method of selection of a new President
has not

been determined.

According to Article IV

of the Congresst

Constitution if the Presidency is vacated
" t!-.! Congress will appoint a new President
to serve

out the term"

The congress is meeting today at 3 P.M.
in the Oakland Center.
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"Boss" In Review
By Peter Bailey-Gates
There are times when
John Lindsay, or Sam Yorty, or Carl Stokes, or Roman Gribbs wish they had
one ,but there is only one
in operation today with
all the power it held forty
or fifty years ago. From
the beginning of Tammany
Hall in New York to the
present there has never
been a big city machine
as powerful, as secure,
or as dominated by one
man as that machine now
running the city of Chicago.
That one man, Richard
J. Daley, has gained national and international prominence for everything
from a reformer, and strike
settler to a head buster, and
a shoot to kill order. In
the eyes of the voting population of Chicago he can
be anything he wants at
any particular moment.
Daley is either the last
remnant of the machine
boss, or an interim boss
keeping the idea of machine
politics alive for other
cities in the future, at a
time when most machines
have lost their power.
In Mike Royko's book
Boss: Richard J. Daley of
Chicago,"hizzoner duh
mayor" is given the dubious
honor of his very first biography. In this astonishing
book the Chicago Daily News
columnist shatters all myths
of the Daley administration.
He brings the backroom politics out in the open. Royko
knows the hates, the fears,
and the prejudices of Chicagoans as well as the mayor
himself. He writes about
the graft and corruption,
police "shakedowns", and
blatant nepotism and political patronage as if he held
the job for 16 years and not
Richard Daley. He writes
about the mayor's personality as if he were the mayor's
psychiatrist or confidante.
He knows what Daley has
done to gain his power and
he knows what Daley must
do to keep that power.
Royko is the best political
writer in this country today
and Daley is his best subject.
Daley's power in the city
of Chicago is supreme. There
isn't a precinct captain
appointed, or a patronage
job given without his consent.
"He runs City Hall like a
small family business," Royko says,"and keeps everybody on a short rein." He
lersonally screens all city

employees "down to the
window washer, the ditch
digger, the garbage collector
. . ." There might be a police
record, which prompts a call
to the political sponsor for
an explanation. 'He's clean
now.' Are you sure?' Of
course, it was just a youthful
mistake.' Three times?'
'Give him a break, his uncle
is my best precinct captain.'
'Okay, a break. but kPon
your eye on him.' Royko
states that Daley's kind
heart will "forgive anything
short of Republicanism."
When he is put on the city
payroll the new, or possibly
returning city c.mployee
"joins the political machine,
part of an army numbering
in the thousands who will
help win elections. They
damn well better, or they
won't keep their jobs."
In machine politics, civil
service is a dirty word.
The city payroll is what
keeps the machine running.
There isn't a building
or an expressway built,
zoning ordinance changed,
or even driveway rights
given without Daley's
permission. "Something
is always being built,"
Royko writes, and Daley
knows who is building
what. 'When will it be
completed?' he asks in
but typical conversations.
'Early February.' It
would be a good thing for
the people if it could be
completed by the end of
October.' And so the
building is rushed to
completion with 'extra
shifts, night work, overtime pay, a much higher
cost than planned . . .
of course, it would be a
good thing for the people."
Royko says,"It would also
be a good thing for the
Democratic candidates who
are seeking election in early
November to go out and
cut a ribbon for a new expressway or a water filtration plant ... What ribbons
do their opponents cut?"
If things go smoothly in
the city Daley takes the
credit, if there is a scandel
Daley finds a scapegoat.
This was the case in the
Summerdale Police scandel in the early '60s. State's
attorney Benjamin AdamContinued on Page 7
Campus representative,
male or female; paid on •
commission basis. Globe
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"Undiapered" In Peril

Three recent administratire changes were the promotions of Doug Woodard to the
position of Dean of Student Life(a/we, /cP). Glen Brown In Asst. President for
Campus Development(ahm.e. center). and William Sturner /n Asst. President for
Planning (abm'e. right). See accompanying story jOr other changes in the Unirersity
hicrarchi..
Several major administrative changes occured at Oakland over the summer, in the
most sweeping reorganization to be seen in several years: Some of the major ones
were:
William Sturner
Glen Brown
Doug Woodard
Jack Wilson
Manuel Pierson
Alan Scott

Bill Marshall

Chuck Bethea

There will not be a new edition of the Oakland Undiapered next April despite its
widespread popularity among
both students and faculty.
The Undiapered, published
four times in the last five
years, is a survey of student
opinion concerning the O.U.
faculty. It will not be published this year because
there is no editor. Bernie
Kent and Steve Jakob, who
edited the Oakland.UndiaJERRY'S
HOUSE OF SOUND
2215 East Walton Boulevard
Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
373- 0084
AUTO RADIOS

from Vice-Provost to Asst. President for
Planning
from Director of Admissions to Asst.
President tor Planning
from Dean of Freshmen to Dean for
Student Life
new Director of Residence Halls
from Dean for Special Services
to Dean for Student Services
from Director of Oakland Center to
Assistant to Vice-President for Student
Affairs
from Director of Bookcenter to
Director of Oakland Center
from Residence Hall Program Coordinator to Director of Commuter Affairs

pered for the past two years
graduated last summer. They
were unable to find a student
with the right qualifications
for the position before they
left. The editor must be a
dedicated person who will
spend as much time as is
necessary to complete the
book. Writing, proofreading,
and leadership ability are essential. Though the position
is unpaid, it requires about

2026 N. Opdyke

fifteen hours of work per
week. It is not yet too late
to begin the work, but
chances for publishing a new
issue remain slim. Anyone
interested in applying for
the job may obtain an application and further information
from Jim Wu at the Office of
Student Organizations. Copies of this year's Oakland
Undiapered are still available
at the Bookstore.

RED
WAGON
SHOPPE
THE

KEG BEER ON HAND

Phone 373-0333

ICE COLD BEER & WINES

AUTO RECORD PLAYERS
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORE
CUSTOM WORK & REPAIR
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Ride-Pool
Drives On
Can you really save everybody money? The Ride Pool
staff of Commuter Affairs
claims they can. Ride Pool
is the first step of O.U.'s mass
transit plans, designed to make
it easier and cheaper for the
commuter to get to and from
campus.
Operationally, Ride Pool is
fairly simple. All members of
the pool split the $16 parking fee. They then rotate
the driving in whatever manner they find convenient.
Ride Pool peorne are allowed
to park in a specially reserved
area of Lot E beside South
Foundation Hall, commonly
thought of as the most
centrally located parking
lot on campus.
By all criteria, Ride Pool
is a cost-saver. For the individual it means paying less for
parking (as low as $5 per year
per person), and spending substantially less on gas and upkeep, as it would mean driving
as little as once a week. For
the University, it means having
to build fewer parking lots
in the future, saving a mimimum of $300 per space construction costs, as well as additional maintenance costs.
Too, this has far more than
just financial implications
for the Oakland community.
As Ride Pool coordinator

the doctor's bag

Ron Carlson points out,
"We hope to save Oakland
from becoming one big parking lot. O.U. has been adding
.8 parking spaces per new student. If this rate continues,
obviously this will lead to an
ocean of asphalt."
An extension of Ride Pool
envisioned for the near future
is the concept of cooperative
car pools. This involves scheduling people not only by geographic area, but also by desired times of arrival and departure. This would allow participants greater flexibility
than is presently possible.
For such a plan to succeed,
however, fairly large numbers
of people from the same
geographic region will have
to participate.
Admittedly, Ride Pool is
not a total solution to O.U.'s
transportation problems. It
is a beginning. Step two will
be the introduction in January
of Dial-a-Ride, Oakland's available-on-demand bus system.
When these programs begin
functioning fully, O.U. people
will be able to go anywhere,
anytime, cheaply and easily.
Editor's Note: If you are
interested in joining Ride Pool.
visit the Commuter Affairs Oflice, IS Oakland Center, between the Shag Shop and the
Gift Shop, or call c.vi. 2/54.!

THE DOCTOR'S BAG
by Arnold Werner, M.D.
Address letters to Dr. Arnold
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing
Mi. 48823.

This is particularly com.non
during the first few months
of use. It resembles the morning nausea of early pregnancy
and is related to the estrogen

content of the pill. It is not
QUESTION: How soon does related directly ho the presence of the pill in one's stothe birth control pill get abstream
blood
the
sorbed into
after ingestion? I've often
wondered if vomiting a few
hours after taking the pill
would necessitate taking an-

in one position for very long
periods of time. You were
probably sleeping on a hard

sorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. A specific answer

mattress (the floor?). The
pressure of your head damaged the nerves of the scalp
in a localized area resulting

to your question is not possible, however, because of the
tremendous variation in the
absorption time of gastric con-

say that if a few hours(two
or three) have gone by, the
odds are rather good that the
pill has been absorbed.
Suspiciousness makes me
wonder if the vomiting you're
concerned about might not
be related to the pills. Some
women do experience early
morning nausea with the pill.

numb skull, and should I see
a doctor about this?
ANSWER: Simple drunkenness is usually a self limited
illness with few complications. However, in the sedated
state a person tends to remain

other one.
Birth control
ANSWER:.
pills are rather promptly ab-

tents in different people.
However, it would be safe to

The spot lasted for four days
and still feels strange when
I put a comb through my
hair. My hands and feet also
go to sleep very easily. Is
there any connection between
the antibiotics, drinking and

in the subsequent loss of
mach. Therefore, a person
plagued thus can take the
pill before going to sleep and
heave to their heart's content
the next morning knowing
that there is no chance of
losing the pill.
***
QUESTION: I was taking
pills for an infection and got
drunk. The next morning I
had a numb spot on my skull.

W.R.L.
The War Resisters League
is planning a series of programs
to educate and stimulate the
Oakland community into action against war and related
problems. The programs will
be on Wednesday nights at
7:30 in the Abstention. At
the first meeting, representatives from the War Resistors League, the National
Peace Action Coalition and
the Detroit People's Peace
Treaty Office spoke about
the summer anti-war confer-

sensation. Barring further
injury, the sensation will reappear over a period of weeks
as the nerve regenerates. More
serious conditions result when
a person falls asleep on an arm
and awakes with fairly severe
total paralysis resulting
from pressure on nerves or
their blood supply.
The condition described
above can be experienced by
normal people to a milder
degree. The so-called falling asleep (hands or feet)
can be related to pressure
on nerves or blood vessels.
People who cross their legs
a lot experience this.
ences, and national and regional actions already planned for the Fall. We will be
discussing local actions for
the first moritorium day
October 13 and November
1 to 8. Programs will be announced as soon as definite
plans are made.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICE
( The Zoo)
for:
POSTERS, BANNERS,SILK SCREENS, AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS OTHER THINGS'
STUDENT WORKROOM

the typewriters work now

FINANCIAL ADVICE TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
OFFICE SPACE & FURNITURE FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

the
. linger in
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a paperselection
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visit
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Wage-Price Freeze:
Varied Effects at O.U.
President Nixon's wageprice freeze has had varied
and in some ways uncertain
affects on Oakland University. At the time it was
announced, contract negotiations were in session
with both the American
Association of University
Professors(AAUP)and the
Association of Food Service, Cleaning and Maintenance Employees(AFSCME).

Further, our budget was
still in the legislature's
hands, and both tuition
and housing rates were unclear.
Since August 14, a few
answers have surfaced.
Briefly, t. Tare:
*Tuition - A possible
tuition cut is quite legal.
Universities may reduce
tuition, but cannot raise
it. (Wayne announced a

POEAT, 1971
By Earl Johnson, Student
Director, POEAT
The Pontiac-Oakland Educational Assistance Team
(POEAT)is a tutorial project
between the students of Oakland University and the Pontiac school system. Its purpose is to 1) provide an environment for pupils selected
from participating Pontiac
schools so they may more
easily and enjoyably acquire
the basic skills necessary for
productive self image, 2) to
increase the participating Oakland University students'
awareness of, and sensitivity
to, one of the most significant
problems facing the educational system of contemporary
American society (i.e. lack of
basic academic skills and motivation of inner-city youth),
3) membership in the team
is open to everyone with the
ability to work with youth
and with the desire to assist
them. No ethnic, cultural,
or economic barriers prohibit

membership.
POEAT was started in 1965
by 20 students and several
Oakland University faculty
members. At that time
POEAT did not expound any
political or social idealogy,
and does not today. ("POEAT
does not push any particular idealogy on the children.
Integration or separation within the system or outside of it
are irrelevant working points
to tutoring. Don't try to sell
your views."--excerpt from
the Pontiac-Oakland Educational Assistance Team's
Manual.) What I am trying
to say is: 1) POEAT is open
to all students, both white
and black; and 2) all you
need to join is love for children and a desire to help
them academically.
There you have it, POEAT,
1971. If you can accept
our philosophy then POEAT
needs you as a tutor.
Peace and loce

‘
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/

/
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Here the situation is a bit
more ambiguous. The Costof-Living Council, Nixon's
economic policy board, rejected a bid by the University for an exception to
the wage freeze last week.
In making the request,
President O'Dowd's primary supportive argument
was that traditionally at Oak
land, salary adjustments are
made on July 1, the beginning of the new fiscal year.
This year, since the University still hasn't received its
budget, the employee unions
and associations agreed to
delay determination of wage
adjustments until the budget situation was clear, with
the understanding that raises
would be retroactive to July
1. Hence, the wage freeze
has unfairly penalized these
workers. The Council did
not, however, accept this
logic.
Continued oil Page N
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ACROSS

37."l'he price _right."

1. "Sorry

38. Fight

7. He was original Inspector

39 "

the hop"
DOWN

Clouseau (init.).
9.The Normal
10. Death notices (slang)
12. Lose strength or car part

1. Murderous pirates
2. Legendary Chinese dynasty
3. Pertaining to gold (latin)

13. Twosome

4. Belonging to Rae

14. Be quiet (sing. Fr.)

5. Superman's girl friend (init.)

16. Twelve A.M.

6. Composer of "Ohio"

18. Yule time beverage
20. Egyptian Sun god
22. Ginger

8. A bee did it.
11. Economic rise (slang)

7. 3.14159

23. Six points
24. Exclude

15. Electric

26. _Francis,coach.

19.

29. Main artery
31. American Stock Exchange
(abbreviation)

21. How much
22. Top floor of a house (plur.)

32. Et

17. Lots'n' lots

Brute?

33. Dander
34. English Scout Assn.(int.)
35. Short meal

whiz

25 _service (init)
27. Baby calls her mother
28. Precise
30. If Noah had two
36. Chemical symbol for 3 DOWN
37. Id est (abbreviation)

CCCCCCCC
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COMMUTER

SERVICES

Offers to you -- the Commuter Student --

Complete
VW
Service & Parts

1.

Ride Pool

2.

Individual Counseling

3.

Referral Service

4.

Legal Assistance

5.

Off-Campus Housing

6.

Volunteer Service

7.

Answers to your many needs

+++4++++++444+++++++++++4444+

Mon. and Thurs.
Tues., Wed., Fri.
Saturday

8:00 AM to 9:00 PM
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM
8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

1940 opdyke

BLUE SKY
DRiVE-1N
University Drive

-8

/4

Nego Iia ions _

v-Yiw Scotts eYiw
VOLKSWAGEN
Service
1940 Opdyke
Pontiac, Michigan
373-0160

'ei

3

q

rollback of a tuition hike
last week.)
*Room and Board rates The increase to $595 is
legal. The University based
this on the argument that
monies (deposits) had already been collected, hence
the new rates could be considered to be in effect.
*contract

L

Oakland

IF OAKLAND ISN'T BECOMING TO YOU, YOU SHOULD BE COMING TO US.
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Class - Cont. from pg. 2
fulfilling the needs of middle
a day, and another struggles
class women, women who
to make do for a family of
have already been educated
six on $50 per week.
and groomed to expect cerThis is not to undermine
tain privileges within this soc- - the oppression of those woiety. While fighting for highmen who,having received
er job status in the professtheir Masters' or Ph.D's, are
ions, few have been concerned asked by friendly personnel
with the plight of working
directors,"Can you type?"
class women, black and white, or the meaninglessness of
who have no choice whatsolife amidst the malaise of
ever about the kind of work
suburbia. The staggering dethey must do to survive.
gree of suburban women
Since the large part of the
suicides, alcoholism and
burden of child care for mid- drug addiction attests that
dle class women is alleviated
this kind of life is no social
by the availability of money
panacea for women. Rather,
to pay for babysitters, nurses, what we are saying is
that
or child care facilities, few
eliminating class division must
have been concerned with
be a major part of our politfighting for facilities for these ical overview and not,
as has
women who a...e forced to
been true in the past, part of
leave their children unattendour political oversight.
ed on the streets, in the care
It became apparent that
of older brothers and sisters,
black and white working class
or with already overburdened
women are oppressed not only
relatives, or neighbors. Radby our social system and by
ical women, who also are
men, but additionally by
from the middle class, have
other women. Although it is
suffered from a class bias
true that all women suffer in
which has kept them separated this system which pits us agfrom working class women.
ainst each other in brutal
As the movement has excompetition, poor women
isted, it has not been relemost clearly recognize that
vant to a large segment of the the only way to rise is through
female population. A growcollective work and unity.
ing sentiment is that unless
(Few people in the working
we become responsive to the
class have ever really believed
needs of our most oppressed
in Horatio Alger, and there
sisters. whose work at home
never was a Mrs. Horatio
and on the job is most exAlger!)
ploited in this system, we
With this is mind, it is clear
have to question what we
that the women's liberation
mean by using,the word
movement must be seen with"liberation". Women cannot
in the context of an overall
be said to be all in the same
liberation movement for all
class, while one women is
people. All the things in our
able to put her dog in a prisociety
which traditionally
vate hotel at a cost of $50
have divided us, sex, religion,
Continued on Page 8

GIVE A DAMN.
USE A CONDOM.
Take the worry out of sex, and you'll enjoy it even more!
Making love is great. And if you really give a damn about both your
livrs..you'll want to protect her against accidental pregnancy. By
using a man's contraceptive that's been designed not only with protection in mind, but with pleasure as well. For today's new condoms
are exquisitely sensitive, while still providing the same dependable
protection the condom has always been noted for!
And now many of the best brands of condoms are available by mail
from Population Planning Associates.. and delivered to you in a
plain package to protect your privacy
Choose from the Fetherlite from England. thinnest and most exciting to use. with "Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or
the NuForm,also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation. Or the famous Trojan. Or the well-known and popular Sultan.
And many more. All electronically tested and made to exacting
FDA standards.
Fast Dellvery—Money-Back Guarantee
Discover our fast, low-cost service by sending just $4 for a sample:
pack of 13 assorted condoms-5 different brands, including the sensational Naturalamb, made from natural animal membrane—plus an
illustrated brochure describing our complete selection. Or send just
$1 and get 3 English brands: 2 Fetherlites and 1 NuForm, plus the
brochure. For brochure alone, send only 25g. All orders are filled
the same day received and sent in a plain package. Money back if
not delighted. Mail coupon now.
Population Planning Associates, 105 North Columbia. Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

O'Dowd at noon announced
that he was closing the University indefinitely, pending
settlement of the strike. This
action was take after consultation with his closest advisors
and after talking with two representatives of the University
Congress. It was suggested
by many at the time that he
should attempt to keep the
campus functioning, perhaps
allowing free schools to form.
This was rejected for a corn-

Cont. from pg. 1
People Against Racism
(OPAR)organized a rally in
the Gold Room at 3 P.M.
after a brief presentation of
OPAR opinions on the strike,
they asked the students to
break into small groups for
effective and united action.
Most students however, were
unwilling to move; they
wished to stay and be heard
by the entire group. The
meeting then continued for
two hours with no further

bination of reasons- the cost
would be high, a..d equally
importantly, he felt that to
cicse the campus would help
serve to lower the intensity
and the rhetoric.
The rhetoric on Tuesday,
particularly after O'Dowd
closed the University, was
loud and filled with animosity.
Several very bitter arguments
took place all over campus,
many between faculty and
administrators. Students
were equally upset, particularly residents over their eviction
from the dorms.Oakland People

action.
Many residents were upset
with the eviction from their
rooms, and a small number
threatened to passively resist.
When confronted, they did
leave peacefully. One student, Elliot Lieb, took the
University to court in an attempt to get the dorms reopened. He failed to do so,
however.
On Wednesday, the University doors were locked and
entrance was by key only. after a couple of days like this,
an eerie calm pervaded the

THE UNIVERSITY
Book Center
Gift Shop

QM.

Please rush me in plain package:
12 Sampler pack of 13 assorted
condoms plus illustrated brochure
describing complete selection, $4.
gi 2 Fetherlites, 1 NuForm plus
lochure, $1.
El Illustrated brochure only, 250.
I enclose payment in full. If not
delighted, I may return unused
portion of order for full refund.

B11-4
name

pleat' print)

address

BOOKCENTER HOURS..

city
zip

WELCOMES YOU
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

state

E3

127

GIFT SIIOP HOURS.
-J

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

0,

campus--there were few students or faculty here.
Negotiations didn't pick up
up again until the following
Monday. At that time a
state-appointed fact-finder
was brought in to attempt
to scrt out some truths in the
case. According to sources
close to the bargaining, this
was the turning point. The
fact-finder was a force ful man
who made both sides listen
and work an agreement out.
He left on Tuesday, apparently happy that a settlement
was close.
After the fact-finder left ,
around the clock negotiating
begun and by Thursday morning a tentative agreement had
been reached. Since that time,
the agreement has been
ratified by the AAUP a nd the
Board tentatively, wuijie they
work out the final language
of the document.
Exact terms of the agreement are unknown at this
point, but reliable sources
indicate that the faculty
received the wage package
originally offered to them
by the administration- a
7.5 percent increase for the
year. In fact, it is believed
that the only improvement
received by the faculty was
the elimination of a proposed
cut in summer salary.
It appears at this point
that little, if any, additional
funds will have to be spent
on faculty salaries above what
had originally been allocated.
This allieviates a concern
many expressed, particularly
black students and staff, that
Student Services, academic
support programs or financial
aid might be reduced.
The only major change
caused by the strike that is
apparent at this point is a
revision in the calendar. The
Fall semester has been extended two weeks into January,
and the Winter Semester two
weeks into April, Spring and
Summer semesters remain unchanged. To shorten the time
between Fall and Winter semesters, it is likely that PreRegistration will occur for the
first time in four years. The
effects on the faculty appear
to be nil. Even their September paychecks will be on
time (it would have been too
costly to reprogram the co.nputer).
From all indications, it
would appear that the faculty
complaints have not been answered, but merely sidestepped. They made no gains,
and when the contract runs
out next summer, bargaining
will commence again. The results are bound to be precarious.
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"Jimmy Shine" Reopens
of the Barns (just south of
By Jodi Estes
Hannah Hall),and has evolved
one of the finest amateur
into
Will Shakespeare once said
groups in the state.
theater
that "Variety is the Spice of
The Bard also said "The
Life", and as the curtain
plays the thing", so let's look
rises on the 10th Season of
at SET's fall term production
S.E.T.(Student Enterprise
schedule. Opening the season
Theater) it appears that once
Jimmy Shine, a comedy
again the adage has more than will be
comedy by Murray Schisgal,
been met.
/Air.
For those of you who aren't who also wrote
Shine
Jimmy
to
plot
The
acquainted with S.E.T., here
Shine
Jimmy
this:
part
in
is
is a brief background taken
starving
old
year
thirty
a
is
from SET's letter to freshmen.
painter who lives in GreenThe Student Enterprise
wich Village, perpetually
Theater started ten years ago
d by people who
surrounde
in the IM building. It is a
telling him how to
always
are
student -run organization in
Jimmy always
However,
live.
no way affiliated with the
manages somehow to live
A.D.A., or Meadowbrook.
the way that he wants to,
Since the Summer of '66,
and thats where the fun
SET has been located in one
begins.
***********************

Boss - Cont. from pg. $
owski, a Daley enemy, had
caught Chicago police looting stores. Stolen goods
were found in there homes.
"Most Chicagoans considered the dishonesty of the
police as part of the natural
,
nvironnient," Royko
writes. "The Chicago River
is polluted, the factories
belch smoke, the Cubs are
the North Side team, the
Sox are the South Side
team, George Halas owns
the Bears, and the cops are
crooked, so what else is
new?" In the Summerciale
scandel, however, things
were different. "Even
Chicagoans could become
indignant at the thought
of policemen jimmying
the locks of appliance
stores and loading up their
trunks, on city time yet."
Royko goes on to show
how Daley skillfully avoided more trouble. He found
his "sacrificial victim," and
fired Timothy O'Connor.
police chief. O'Conner
was appointed by Daley's
predecessor so there was
no political danger. Daley
ther set out to have Orlando W. Wilso,., national
law enforcement expert
and university nrofessor,
appointed chief of police.
With these moves, Daley
_

Ski
AS PEN
DEC 18 - 25
$270
Call Mr. Parent
Oakland Community College
852-1000

<***********************

became the police reformer, saved his machine, and
stole Adamowski's fire.
Royko reports Alderman
Seymour Simon as saying,
"The amazing thing about
the nolice scandel is the
way Daley turned it to
his own advantage .. .
Anybody else would have
been raked over the coals."
No matter how it seems,
Richard J. Daley was not
born in the office of mayor
of the city of Chicago. His
rise to power is reminiscent
of Nikita Khruschev's. Royko shows how he came up
through the machine to finally run it. This biography
fails only in Daley's boyhood, but once he entered
the machine it was all documented. Understandably,
Daley wouldn't talk to
Royko about his early
years since he knew everything he said would be used
against him. Daley's memory of those years is known
to be very hazy, anyway,
especially concerning his
actions during the 1919
race riot and other political
dynamite. Royko was able
to piece much of Daley's
young life tngether, includContinued on Page

I've loved Joni Mitchell
from the very beginning;
but I always found her difficult to like. In the first
place, she was too pristine,
too perfect. The excellence
of her lyrics was the very
quality that repelled any
feeling of closeness; her
crystalline phrases —
"through the iris round and
the circles blue/ his eyes
looked as only a priest's
can, through" — are enough
to make the struggling poets
slouching in their Early
Orange Crate apartments
wish devoutly that she'd
just shut up so they could
forget the painful contrast
she presents to their own
murky scribblings. Even
worse is the fact that everything she touches turns to
gold, or rather, rainbows.
She taught herself her own
hauntingly evocative style
of guitar; remember all
those sweaty nights spent
torturing "If! Ilad A Ilain
iner?" While you and I
were trying to fathom the
chord changes for c-f-g7,
Joni was sitting in Canada
tuning the strings any way
that struck her fancy, putting hr fingers where they
wanted to go, and turning
out things like "Clouds"
and "Circle Game." She
plays a mean piano, and,
oh yes, she sings. Not merely sings she wails, she
slides, she warbles, oozing
her voice up and over and
around an incredible range;
her tremolo, her vibrato are
outrageous, yet one has only
to listen to "Chelsea Morning"
to realize that she not only
gets away with it, but that
she does so with an extravagantly obnoxious perfection.
Not content with demonstrating her prowess with
every phase of the disc, she
needs must design the jacket
that it comes in, her own
disturbing and beautiful
drawings of geese parading

some silver / WeT go to the
cryptically past her estheticMermaid Cafe, have some fun
ally honest self-portrait. Her
Oh, you're a mean
tonight/
whole image bespeaks a
but you're out
Daddy
old
Mount Olympus lifestyle,
a spontan"with
sight
of
singing and living with and
you wish
makes
that
aiety
loving unabashedly, similarher
with
there
were
you
ly deified personages like
nothing
to
toast
and
laugh
'
to
James Taylor, David Crosby,
glasses
empty
our
smash
and
and Stephen Stills, smiling
down."
from the pages of Rollirig
But these moments of
Stone with Graham Nash's
have an almost despegaiety
pretty,
arm around her, never
note to them
forced
rate,
exas
eternally beautiful.
that surfaces even more forcequisitly remote as a Byzanfully in cuts like river":
tine icon.
'I'm so hard to handle/ I'm
In nte Joni lets her flair
selfish and I'm sad/ Now I've
down: perhaps a more accurate
and lost the best baby
gone
metaphor would be that this
I
ever had/ oh I wish I
that
album is the equivalent of Joan
I could skate on,"
had
a
river
Baez's haircut---it may look
or
which be
the
song,
title
less poetic, but it makes her a
so proan
anguish
speaks
a hell of alot more human.
wishes to
one
that
found
There's a mood to the album
avert one's eyes and ears,
that shatters the crystal stathat this is too private
feeling
tue forever—this is a woman
to be witness to.
an
agony
who breathes and bleeds Ionis. oddly
yet
there
And
!Mess, who cries to be allowed
to comfort
a
yearning
enough,
to step down from the pedessomehow,
sister
lonely
this
tal she never intended to fasa desire that, before lilac,
hion for herself. She pleads
,
that "I want to belong to the would hve seemed ludicrous
natural
strangely
feels
yet
living/ Alive, alive, I want to
1101N.
get up and jive/ I want to
Blue is a frightening album
wreck my stockings in some
for
those of us who love Joni
juke box dive" with an energy
there's a stark despair
that one never suspected her
in the self-reassuring lines
of possessing, and there is a
a dark cocoon before
"only
plaintive ungency in the cry
gorgeous wings and
my
get
I
"I want to have fun, I want,
Only a phase, these
away/
fly
to shine 4e the sun/ I want
She doesn't
days."
cafe
dark
to be the one that you want
that and neibelieve
really
to see/ I want to knit you a
ther does the listener---when
sweater, I want to write you
Joni stops drawing her own
a love letter/ I want to make
album covers, there's someyou feel better/ I want to
terribly wrong. The
make you feel free..." She la- thing
song "Blue" strikes
thematic
ments that when her old
note: "Everyominous
an
lonesome blues collide/ the
that Hell's the
saying
body's
bed's too big, the frying
go/ Well I
to
way
hippest
pan's too wide."
But I'm
so/
think
don't
`'Them lonesome blues",
around
look
a
take
gonna
a thread woven through the
love you.."
I
Blue,
though/
it
fibre of the entire album, proI.
do
so
Joni'
I,
do
So
tests contradicts the idealized
picture of a mythical Joni
living some Atlantis-like
existence. She complains
By Marianne Berry
of her filthy fingernails,
then bursts out 'C'mon Carey
get out your cane/ I'll put on

Student Enterprise
Film Series
CASINO
(201 Dodge Hall)

'YOUNG'S OPDYKE MKT.
Admission $ .75
OPDYKE AND
WALTON BLVD.
373-6141
OPEN 7 NIGHTS TO 12
"CLOSEST PARTY
STORE TO CAMPUS"

Saturday, Sept. 25,8 and 10 P.M.
Jonas Mekas'

GUNS OF THE
TREES

ROYALE
Friday, September 24,
8:00 and 10:00 P.M.
Sunday, September 26,
8:00 and 10:00 P.M.
Admission $1.00

September 24. 197'

EICHT I FOCUS
------Class - Cont. from pg. 6
race, class, caste, nationality,
geography, must be dealt with
if we are ever to build a viable
movement for social change.
If we do not deal with those
differences which set up the
hierarchical packing order we
live in, we will end up once
again with just token change
for an elite few.

Once again the Student
Enterprise Theatre will present
its June comedy,Jimmy Shine
by Murray Schisgal, author
of Lin,. The story reveals
through Jimmy's fantasies
and flashbacks into his life,
his development as a bumbling, unsuccessful, but definitely charming, Greenwich
Village painter.

Boss - Cont. jrani pg. 7
ing enough evidence,to
implicate Daley in Chicago's
most bloody race riot.
Throughout the book,
Royko's style is maanificent.
He is not to be mistaken for
a moralist, he is always the
unflappable Mike Royko.
Boss is the book everyone
has been waiting for, for a
long time. It reads as fast
as 77. e Godfathei , with the
same insights into an exclusive organization. The important difference is that
Boss is true. One hundred
percent true.
************************
Freeze -('HM. haul pg _5
The effects of the freeze
on the tentative agreement
between the AAUP and the
University are uncertain.
As President Nixon has indicated that he will continue to impose controls of
some variety after the freeze.
the entire wage package
could prove to be unacceptable to Washington. It will

Jimmy seems to be a
30-year-old freak who refuses
to conform to suit the desires
of others, which, of course,
creates much of the comic
relief of the show. The action begins in the present, then
flashes to Jimmy's high school
days, to a beatnik pad in San
Francisco, a job in a fish market, and then back to the
present; these reveries
triggered by the impending
arrival of his high school
flame.

Production dates for the
play are September 24 and
25, October 1 and 2 at 8:30
p.m. and October 3 at 7:30
p.m. in the Barn Theatre,
which is located behind the
Science Building on the south
end of campus. A reception
will be given after opening

be several weeks, however,

night's performance, to

before this becomes more

which all are invited.

clear.
Furnished house Imovided for married couple,

Straight talk
about college
and you

no children, in exchange

for work in dog kennel.
Must be available in a.m.
In Oxford. 628-1664.

Hard up for
CASH
EARN $$$
Earn $. Sell groovey sportswear on campus. Call 2117.

Here is a sane and sensitive analysis of college
life which treats you as an adult. It throws out
the college stereotypes and gets down to the
subject at hand without bias.
It speaks as freely and factually of marijuana
and sex as it does the blunders of the Berkeley
administration during the Free Speech confrontations.
It objectively probes the factors behind such
topics as Who Controls a University, racism,
study pressures, loneliness and depression,
sex, how to study and why the grading system
may be stacked against you.
Finally, it points out that if you want to stay in
college, this is the chance in a lifetime to discover yourself. You are removed from the 9 to
5 grind and the biased, if well-intentioned.
family and friends who want you to fit their preconceived image.

HOW TO DO A UNIVERSITY was written by four
Michigan State University professors in response to questions raised by thousands of
incoming students.
One student. Barbara Hodgson of Mankato
State College said about the section on mental
health that she "...had felt every emotion covered in the section...not to any extreme degree, but enough to warrant concern and,. to
appreciate the knowledge that enough students
had gone through the same thing to justify inclusion in the book."
Of course, one student reviewer doesn't make
a good book. So why not leaf through it yourself
at the bookstore and see what you think?
HOW TO DO A UNIVERSITY
By Andrew M. Barclay, William D. Crano.
Charles Thornton, all of Michigan State University, and Arnold Werner, Director. Psychi.
atric Services, Michigan State University.

In your college bookstore in paperback.

immoso11111111
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JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

Auditions for S.E.T.'s
next show, Threepenny
Opera, by Bertolt Brecht,

will be held in the Barn
Theatre September 27,
28 and 29 from 6:00 to
9:00 P.M.' It is not essential
that you be able to sing. If
you are interested in working
on any phase of the production please drop in or call,
ext. 3556.
Ticket price for the show is:
Students at Oakland U.--$1.00
--$2.00
General audience

POPONEA'S MKT.
&
PARTY STORE
904 Unlvdirsity
Ponti ac

HIGHLANDER
CENTER
LAUNDROMAT,_
Bulk Dry Cleanine-7
Shirt Service

)

900 Um vote tty
335-4755
Pontiac

